CASE STUDY

Zero Travel Fees

Breaking out of brick and mortar
banking with mobile first solutions

Monzo is revolutionising the way we bank. By offering a completely app-only banking
experience, they are an exciting and remodelled alternative to the banking systems of the
past. Instead of solely focusing on selling financial products, they are instead focused on
improving the user experience by offering easy to use, mobile adapted banking services.
Monzo is a smart bank for the mobile generation.
Find out how Monzo grew and optimised their user base by utilising Adjust’s deep
integration with Facebook.
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Adjust is the mobile measurement company, providing the highest quality
analytics and measurement solutions for mobile app marketers worldwide.
With Adjust’s open source SDK, app marketers can measure and analyze
user behavior, user acquisition, marketing ROI, user lifetime cohorts and
more. Adjust’s platform proactively keeps datasets clean through the
Fraud Prevention Suite, verifies in-app purchases in real-time, and provides
streamlined reporting for understandable, actionable and comparable metrics.
Adjust is a Facebook Marketing Partner and a Twitter Marketing Platform
Partner, and dynamic Adjust integrations is in use by over 900 networks and
analytics providers worldwide. Founded in Berlin in 2012, Adjust today has
global offices in San Francisco, New York, Sao Paulo, London, Paris, Istanbul,
Tokyo, Shanghai, Singapore, Jakarta, and Moscow.
Adjust is trusted by clients across Asia, the EU and the Americas: including
leading app developers like Zalando, Rovio and Zynga, major software
companies like Salesforce, Microsoft and Yelp, and global brands like Universal
Music and Warner Bros.
Adjust is the only mobile analytics company to meet stringent EU privacy
compliance standards. Adjust is funded by Target Partners, Capnamic
Ventures, Iris Capital, Active Venture Partners, and Highland Capital.

For more details, visit www.adjust.com or contact sales@adjust.com.

